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Outline: the main  characters

• Nonextensive statistical mechanics: Tsallis distribution 

at the edge of chaos

• The Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem: a review

• The discovery of the stochasticity thresholds

• Numerical analysis: perturbation of exact solutions 



The origins of FPU problemThe origins of FPU problem

Consider a system governed by the Hamiltonian

In 1923, in “Dimostrazione che in generale un sistema meccanico normale è quasi 
Ergodico”, Phys. Zeitschrift 24, 261 (1923), Fermi proved the following statement: 





The modelThe model
E. Fermi, J. Pasta, S. Ulam, M. Tsingou 

The Hamiltonian:

In the original study, N=32, all masses and the harmonic constants have been set equal to 1

This model can be interpreted as a one-dimensional crystal, i.e. a chain of equal particles
with nearest-neighbours nonlinear interactions and fixed ends.

The linearized system can be transformed into a system of uncoupled linear oscillators
(normal modes)

(T. Dauxois, Physics Today 61, 2008 on the role of M. Tsingou).



�� Classical equilibrium mechanicsClassical equilibrium mechanics:: the statistical properties of an isolated the statistical properties of an isolated 

system at a given energy system at a given energy EE are described by the microcanonical measure or are described by the microcanonical measure or 

equivalently by the Gibbs measure in the whole phase space equivalently by the Gibbs measure in the whole phase space for for T=T(E).T=T(E).

�� Equipartition theoremEquipartition theorem. . In the harmonic limitIn the harmonic limit

�� Dynamical dichotomyDynamical dichotomy

The result does not change qualitatively for a slightly anharmonic system and for 
a small temperature T, because the anharmonic corrections do vanish in the limit

Harmonic case. The system is integrable: N integrals.

No integrals: the system is expected, Anharmonic case.

to be ergodic, no matter how small the perturbation could be.

The The ““FPU paradoxFPU paradox””



The relaxation timeThe relaxation time

τ≥tτ

),,( Eβαττ =

dynamical variable on the phase space M

microcanonical expectation value

flow induced by the equations of motion

“time average” of f with initial datum 

Ergodicity of the microcanonical distrubution:

J. Von Neumann (PNAS, 18, 263 (1932))

Relaxation time: the time       such that, for            , the time-average essentially coincides
with the phase average. 

One would expect that and also ∞ → →0,βατ



The FPU resultsThe FPU results
�� What are the relaxation times for the time averages             What are the relaxation times for the time averages             for initial data for initial data 

far from equilibrium?far from equilibrium?

FPU considered the datumFPU considered the datum

Expected result: the energy would soon spread over all other modExpected result: the energy would soon spread over all other modes. Instead.... es. Instead.... 



FPU paradoxFPU paradox: instead of a : instead of a slow relaxationslow relaxation to the final equilibrium state, there is a rather quickto the final equilibrium state, there is a rather quick
relaxation to some relaxation to some ““nonstandardnonstandard”” state, in which the energy is shared within a packet ofstate, in which the energy is shared within a packet of
LowLow--frequency modes (frequency modes (partial thermalizationpartial thermalization).).

Ulam wrote: Ulam wrote: ““The results of the calculations...were interesting and quite surThe results of the calculations...were interesting and quite surprising to Fermi. Heprising to Fermi. He
expressed to me the opinion that they really constituted a expressed to me the opinion that they really constituted a little discoverylittle discovery in providing intimationsin providing intimations
that the precalent beliefs in the universality of mixing and thethat the precalent beliefs in the universality of mixing and thermalization in nonlinear systemsrmalization in nonlinear systems
may not be always justifiedmay not be always justified””

For fixed initial conditions: 
Flach et al (PRL 2005-), q-breathers, Giorgilli and Muraro (Boll. UMI, 2006)
Bountis et al, low q-dimensional tori (PRE, 2010)



Zabusky and Kruskal (1965)Zabusky and Kruskal (1965)

�� The KortewegThe Korteweg--de Vries equation:de Vries equation:

�� Discovery of the theory of SolitonsDiscovery of the theory of Solitons

�� Theory of infiniteTheory of infinite--dimensional integrable systemsdimensional integrable systems

(inverse scattering transform for the nonlinear Cauchy prob(inverse scattering transform for the nonlinear Cauchy problem, hierarchies of lem, hierarchies of 
infinitely many integrable equations, Lie symmetries, Wahlquistinfinitely many integrable equations, Lie symmetries, Wahlquist--Estabrook Estabrook 
structures, bistructures, bi--Hamiltonian geometry, topological quantum field theories, Hamiltonian geometry, topological quantum field theories, 
Frobenius manifolds, GromovFrobenius manifolds, Gromov--Witten invartiants, connections with Random Witten invartiants, connections with Random 
Matrix theory, solitons in optical fibres, etc.)Matrix theory, solitons in optical fibres, etc.)

ZK, Phys. Rew. Lett. 15, 240 (1965)

Model of a continuous nonlinear string interpolating the FPU chain.



Topological field

theories

(WDVV equations)

1990

Integrable hierarchies

of PDEs

(’60)

Frobenius manifolds

(Dubrovin, 1992)

Gromov-Witten invariants

(1990)

Manin, Kontsevich (1994)

Singularity theory

(K. Saito, 1983)

Witten, Kontsevich
(1992)



The stochasticity threshold (ST)The stochasticity threshold (ST)
�� IzrailevIzrailev--Chirikov (1966): the FPU paradox disappears if the initial energChirikov (1966): the FPU paradox disappears if the initial energy is y is 

sufficiently large. There exists a critical energy              sufficiently large. There exists a critical energy              such that one has such that one has 
quick equipartition if quick equipartition if 

�� What is the theoretical explanation of the ST?What is the theoretical explanation of the ST?

�� There exist invariant tori that survive the nonlinear perturbatiThere exist invariant tori that survive the nonlinear perturbation, other ones on, other ones 
that are destroyed.Those that survive have that are destroyed.Those that survive have ““sufficiently irrationalsufficiently irrational”” frequencies frequencies 
(non(non--resonance condition) over them the motion continues to be resonance condition) over them the motion continues to be 
quasiperiodic. The KAM tori that are not destroyed by the perturquasiperiodic. The KAM tori that are not destroyed by the perturbation form bation form 
invariant Cantor sets.invariant Cantor sets.

�� The relative measure of the set of the perturbed invariant tori The relative measure of the set of the perturbed invariant tori tends to 1 as tends to 1 as 

the perturbation tends to zerothe perturbation tends to zero..
�� Weak KAM approach (Giorgilli et al, Bountis et al.): the resonanWeak KAM approach (Giorgilli et al, Bountis et al.): the resonant motion is t motion is 

confined in tori of dimension less than Nconfined in tori of dimension less than N

KAM theorem: persistence of quasiperiodic motion under small perturbations



�� The metastability scenario (1982):The metastability scenario (1982): the FPU state is a the FPU state is a metastable statemetastable state. (E. . (E. 
Fucito, M. Marchesoni, E. Marinari, G. Parisi, L. Peliti, S. RufFucito, M. Marchesoni, E. Marinari, G. Parisi, L. Peliti, S. Ruffo and A. fo and A. 
Vulpiani, J. Phys. 43, 707 (1982). Vulpiani, J. Phys. 43, 707 (1982). 

�� This state remains undisturbed for extremely long times.This state remains undisturbed for extremely long times.

�� It precipitates towards a catastrophic mechanismIt precipitates towards a catastrophic mechanism”” to the to the ““finalfinal”” equilibrium equilibrium 
state. state. 

�� Analogy with the theory of Spin glasses (Parisi et al)Analogy with the theory of Spin glasses (Parisi et al)

�� Connections with Nekhoroshev theory, etc.Connections with Nekhoroshev theory, etc.

�� Existence of Existence of exact solutionsexact solutions (one(one--mode solutions) of the full Hamiltonian mode solutions) of the full Hamiltonian 
(Budinsky and Bountis, Physica D 1983,  Poggi and Ruffo, Physica(Budinsky and Bountis, Physica D 1983,  Poggi and Ruffo, Physica D, 1997)D, 1997)

Other outstanding contributions:Other outstanding contributions:

Reviews: Reviews: The FermiThe Fermi--PastaPasta--Ulam Problem: a status reportUlam Problem: a status report, G. Gallavotti ed., , G. Gallavotti ed., 
Lect. Notes in Physics 728 (2008) Lect. Notes in Physics 728 (2008) 
The FPU problem: the first fifty yearsThe FPU problem: the first fifty years, Chaos 15 (2005), Chaos 15 (2005)



Nonextensive statistical mechanics Nonextensive statistical mechanics 

�� Nonextensive statistical mechanics: a generalization of Nonextensive statistical mechanics: a generalization of 
the Boltzmannthe Boltzmann--Gibbs statistics particularly suitable for Gibbs statistics particularly suitable for 
the treatment of the treatment of weakly chaotic systemsweakly chaotic systems..

�� Tsallis entropy (1988)Tsallis entropy (1988)

�� 2965 papers2965 papers



The nonextensive scenarioThe nonextensive scenario
�� Sq generalizes the BoltzmannSq generalizes the Boltzmann--Gibbs entropyGibbs entropy

�� qq--exponentialexponential

�� NonadditivityNonadditivity

�� ExtensivityExtensivity

(Tsallis, Tirnakli, 2010)(Tsallis, Tirnakli, 2010)



From weak to strong chaosFrom weak to strong chaos
�� Perturbation of exact solutionsPerturbation of exact solutions of the FPU system: an alternative way of of the FPU system: an alternative way of 

thinking!thinking!

Normal coordinates

with periodic conditions



Strong stochasticity thresholdStrong stochasticity threshold

Strong stochasticity threshold (SST): the energy density threshold that characterizes
the transition of the dynamics from weak to strong chaos during the relaxation of
the system towards ergodicity and equipartition.

There exist nonlinear one-mode exact solutions of the FPU beta system

Idea: to study the transition from weak to strong chaos (SST) byIdea: to study the transition from weak to strong chaos (SST) by performing a performing a 
numerical analysis of a suitable observable evolving according tnumerical analysis of a suitable observable evolving according to an o an 
exact solution (N/2)exact solution (N/2)



Exact solutionsExact solutions
In the anharmonic case In the anharmonic case the normal modes are coupled. The differential equation for the the normal modes are coupled. The differential equation for the 
kk--mode ismode is

wherewhere

This solution is periodic with periodThis solution is periodic with period



Dynamical observablesDynamical observables
Let us introduce the observablesLet us introduce the observables

Introduce an universal indicator of stochasticityIntroduce an universal indicator of stochasticity

i.e. i.e. the ratio between the second and the first momentthe ratio between the second and the first moment of a given probability distribution of a given probability distribution 
(when they are defined and the first moment is different from ze(when they are defined and the first moment is different from zero).ro).



Stability threshold for the N/2 solution:Stability threshold for the N/2 solution: )(
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Numerical resultsNumerical results

�� We have used a bilateral symplectic algorithm We have used a bilateral symplectic algorithm 

�� Initial conditions:Initial conditions:

�� We integrate the Hamilton equations and We integrate the Hamilton equations and 
compute the observablescompute the observables

�� We follow the system for 1 million periods of We follow the system for 1 million periods of 
the corresponding linear mode.the corresponding linear mode.



The N/2 The N/2 –– mode exact solutionmode exact solution
The solution for the modal variable we are studying isThe solution for the modal variable we are studying is

Stability analysis: Poggi and Ruffo, Physica D 1997, 
Cafarella, M. Leo and R. A. Leo, PRE, 2006
M. Leo and R. A. Leo, PRE 2007



The edge of chaos: Liapunov approachThe edge of chaos: Liapunov approach

�� The maximum Liapunov exponent plays a crucial role in the theoryThe maximum Liapunov exponent plays a crucial role in the theory of chaos.of chaos.

�� Conjecture: the vanishing of the maximal Liapunov Conjecture: the vanishing of the maximal Liapunov 
exponent is a necessary condition for the Tsallis exponent is a necessary condition for the Tsallis 
distribution to be the correct PDF for a Hamiltonian distribution to be the correct PDF for a Hamiltonian 
system possessing a weakly chaotic regime. system possessing a weakly chaotic regime. 

�� Is it also sufficient?Is it also sufficient?

If the system has a positive Liapunov exponent, thenIf the system has a positive Liapunov exponent, then

When the maximal Liapunov exponent vanishes, we get the differenWhen the maximal Liapunov exponent vanishes, we get the differential equationtial equation

Its solution isIts solution is
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The first linear mode that goes in resonance with the N/2 mode cThe first linear mode that goes in resonance with the N/2 mode corresponds toorresponds to









Conclusions and future perspectivesConclusions and future perspectives
�� There are three regimes in the evolution of the system, under peThere are three regimes in the evolution of the system, under periodic riodic 

conditions.conditions.

i) a KAMi) a KAM--like one (regular and recurrent behaviour)like one (regular and recurrent behaviour)

ii) weak chaos ii) weak chaos 

iii) strong chaos and full symmetry breakingiii) strong chaos and full symmetry breaking

�� In the weakly chaotic regime, there is strong numerical evidenceIn the weakly chaotic regime, there is strong numerical evidence that Tsallis that Tsallis 

distribution describes the distribution of data. This is pedistribution describes the distribution of data. This is perfectly coherent with rfectly coherent with 

the fact that in this region the fact that in this region the maximal Liapunov exponent vanishesthe maximal Liapunov exponent vanishes. . We We 

may conjecture that this is actually an universal behaviourmay conjecture that this is actually an universal behaviour ofof

Hamiltonian dynamical  systems.Hamiltonian dynamical  systems.

�� What happens in the case of fixed initial conditions?What happens in the case of fixed initial conditions?

�� An interesting problem concerns the metastability scenario for tAn interesting problem concerns the metastability scenario for the FPUhe FPU

problem : after a sufficiently long time, is it true that problem : after a sufficiently long time, is it true that this picture would this picture would 

collapse into a fully chaotic scenario, dominated by the Bcollapse into a fully chaotic scenario, dominated by the Boltzmannoltzmann

distribution?distribution?



...e qui finisce la commedia!...e qui finisce la commedia!
Grazie!Grazie!


